Quantification of cytoskeletal deformation in living cells based on hierarchical feature vector matching
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Delhaas, Tammo, Saskia van Engeland, Jos Broers, Carlijn Bouten, Nico Kuipers, Frans Ramaekers, and Luc H. E. H. Snoeckx. Quantification of cytoskeletal deformation in living cells based on hierarchical feature vector matching. Am J Physiol Cell Physiol 283: C639–C645, 2002.—The cytoskeleton is a dynamic scaffold in living cells even in the absence of externally imposed forces. In this study on cytoskeletal deformation, the applicability of hierarchical feature vector matching (HFVM), a new matching method, currently applied in space research and three-dimensional surface reconstruction, was investigated. Stably transfected CHO-K1 cells expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) coupled to vimentin were used to visualize spontaneous movement of the vimentin cytoskeleton of individual cells using a confocal laser scanning system. We showed that, with proper parameter and configuration settings, HFVM could recognize and trace 60–70% of all image points in artificially translated, rotated, or deformed images. If only points belonging to the cytoskeleton were selected for matching purposes, the percentage of matched points increased to 98%. This high percentage of recognition also could be reached in a time series of images, in which a certain degree of bleaching of the fluorescence over the recording time of 30 min was inevitable. In these images, HFVM allowed the detection as well as the quantification of spontaneous cytoskeletal movements of up to 10% of the cell width. Therefore, HFVM appears to be a reliable method of quantifying dynamic cytoskeletal behavior in living cells.

Various cell types are sensitive to mechanical loading. For instance, cardiac myocytes immediately increase their contractile force upon increased load. Vascular endothelial cells respond to changes in blood flow, in particular to shear stress forces, with the release of nitric oxide, prostaglandins, and related molecules. This leads to relaxation or contraction of the underlying smooth muscle cells and, thus, the regulation of vascular tonus (4, 5). Furthermore, chronic mechanical loading leads to changes in cellular gene expression, which is the prelude for structural remodeling and adaptation (9, 16). To activate the transcription of genes within the nucleus of the cell, the mechanical signal has to be transmitted throughout the cell. Upon mechanical loading, cells respond by activating an intracellular cascade of molecular transmitters, followed by transcriptional, synthetic, and structural changes (2–4). The mechanism by which the cellular responses are evoked remains unclear. It might be that cell surface-deforming forces generate local biochemical responses, evoke responses by a mechanically transduced signal to the cell nucleus via the cytoskeleton, or evoke cellular responses by a combination of both mechanisms (4).

To obtain insight into the (physical) mechanisms involved in cellular responses to deformation, quantitative information of the dynamic behavior of the cytoskeleton and its response to external loading is necessary. Although fluorescent microspheres attached to the cellular surface (1, 10) have been used to quantify cellular deformation in response to external loading, these studies have yielded very limited spatial information. Moreover, with the use of this technique, no information can be obtained regarding intracellular/cytoskeletal deformation. Recently, green fluorescent protein (GFP)-vimentin fusion proteins expressed in cells were used for the visualization of changes in the position of the intermediate filament cytoskeleton (8,
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14, 18). However, these studies were limited to the calculation of displacements of vimentin dots and end points of vimentin filaments. In contrast, in the present study, we will present hierarchical feature vector matching (HFVM), a robust image analysis algorithm that can be used for all sorts of applications, such as three-dimensional (3-D) surface reconstruction (12), navigation of spacecraft or autonomous robots (13), the visualization of weather satellite images, and, as described here, the quantification of the deformation of the entire vimentin cytoskeleton up to maximal physiological deformation. HFVM thereby provides a tool for the evaluation of the effects of various loading regimes on cytoskeletal deformation. Once this deformation is known, it can be coupled to molecular cellular responses, thereby providing insight into the nature of the relation between mechanical loading and cellular responses.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Cell culture and constructs.** Stably transfected CHO-K1 cells expressing GFP coupled to vimentin were used. For generation of the construct, human vimentin cDNA, kindly provided by Dr. C. Sommers (Medical Breast Cancer Section, National Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD), was ligated in-frame into the pS65T-C 1 vector (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA). CHO-K1 cells were transfected using DOTAP (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany), and positive clones were selected using G-418 (GIBCO Life Technologies, Paisley, UK). Stable, cloned populations of GFP-vimentin-expressing cells were obtained by visual selection of single-cell colonies after limited dilutions. Cells were seeded at low densities on coverslips placed in plastic tissue culture disks and supplied with Ham’s F-12 medium containing 10% fetal calf serum. Cells were grown at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO₂ for 2 days. Subsequently, they were cultured overnight at 30°C to warrant proper GFP folding. To be viewed, the coverslips were placed upside down on an object slide with a circular excavation filled with medium and 2 mM HEPES. This preparation was totally sealed with nail varnish. Upon visualization, recordings of the cytoskeleton were made at room temperature during a period of <1 h, after which time the cells were discarded.

**Confocal microscopy.** The spontaneous movement of the vimentin cytoskeleton in individual cells was visualized using a Bio-Rad MRC-600 confocal laser scanning system (Bio-Rad, Hemel Hempstead, UK) mounted on a Zeiss Axioskop upright microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). The objective used was a ×63 oil-immersion, 1.4 NA lens. The argon ion laser excitation was set at 488 nm, and emission was recorded using 510- to 540-nm band-pass filters. The system settings were adjusted to produce a minimal pixel size of 0.13 μm. Over a period of 30 min, 31 2-D images, obtained at the central level of the cell, were recorded with an image interval of 60 s and saved for later deformation analysis.

**Cytoskeletal deformation quantification.** For the reconstruction of the cytoskeletal deformation between two successive images, HFVM, a new matching method currently only applied for matching satellite images, was employed (Joanneum Research Institute, Graz, Austria (12, 13)). To distinguish between two successive images, the first was designated the reference image (r), and the second, the search image (s). Matching was performed by computing the best corresponding search pixel for each reference pixel. From the results, a disparity map was constructed, representing the differences in coordinates between the reference pixels and the corresponding search pixels.

Instead of using an areal correlation method to solve the local matching problem, HFVM relies on a combination of local features, each of them characterizing the surrounding of each pixel in a different way. As such, in the following context a feature of a pixel is a value that numerically describes the neighborhood of that particular pixel. The 12 features used here can be described as, or approximated by, means of convolutions (see Appendix). The features chosen represent the local variance, the local (weighted) average, an edge detector, and the first- and second-order derivatives in horizontal and vertical direction. The feature values of each pixel were combined in one vector, the feature vector \( \mathbf{f} \), with the \( i \)th component of this vector denoted by \( f_i \). The feature vector of each pixel of the reference image was compared with feature vectors of pixels within the search image. The amount of similarity between a reference vector and a search vector was computed by calculating the feature vector distance between the two vectors. The feature vector distance was defined such that each component of the vectors was weighted. Denoting the weight of feature \( l \) as \( w_l \), and \( m \) as the number of features, the feature vector distance between the vectors \( \mathbf{f} \) and \( \mathbf{g} \) was defined as

\[
|\mathbf{f} - \mathbf{g}| = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{m} (f_i - g_i)^2 w_i^2} 
\]

For a point \( p \) in the reference image with reference feature vector \( \mathbf{r}(p) \), computing the distance between \( \mathbf{r}(p) \) and each feature vector in the search image is in general too time-consuming. Therefore, it was assumed that the matching pixel should be within a certain search area, \( s_m \), surrounding the coordinates of the reference pixel. Then, for a given pixel \( p \) in the reference image, best correspondence was found at position \( q \) in the search area, where the distance between \( \mathbf{r}(p) \) and the search feature vector \( \mathbf{g}(q) \) was minimal, in that

\[
|\mathbf{r}(p) - \mathbf{g}(q)| = \min_{f \in s_m} |\mathbf{r}(p) - \mathbf{f}| 
\]

If this minimum feature vector distance exceeded a given threshold, the correspondence was judged to be invalid and the disparity for the reference pixel remained undefined. After identification of the best search vector, linear interpolation based on the neighbor feature vector distances was used to obtain a disparity vector with subpixel accuracy. Finally, errors were removed and undefined disparities were interpolated. Note that in homogeneous areas of the image, feature values of neighboring search pixels may be similar, and thus feature distances may also be similar. To overcome the problem of finding several search pixels having the same minimum feature distance, a large number of features, of which some had a larger window (e.g., 19 pixels), were used.

To improve the robustness and efficiency of the matching algorithm and to reduce the computing time of matching algorithms, search areas were limited in size by generating pyramids of the input images. The base of the pyramid contained the original image. Computing the average gray level of four pixels in a square and storing this value as one pixel in a new image created the second level. For an image of 512 × 512 pixels, we found that 4 iterations, thus creating
extra pyramid levels, were sufficient for optimal matching. Matching started at the top level of the pyramid with, due to the low spatial resolution, large search areas for each pixel. The estimated disparity map was masked, excluding pixels with a low value of local variance for matching, and filtered. Undefined disparities were interpolated. The resulting disparity map was used to define the centers of the search areas for the matching procedure of the next lower level of the pyramid.

Finally, to ascertain that the estimated disparities from the reference to the search image were of reliable quality, backmatching, i.e., inverse matching from the search to the reference image, was performed as well. A match was considered invalid when the difference between the two calculated disparities exceeded a preset limit, which was normally in the order of one pixel.

**Testing the HFVM program.** To evaluate the setting for each feature, the weight of the features, the number of pyramid levels, and the settings for masking, filtering, and interpolation of the disparity map that yielded the best results, a 435 × 280-pixel reference image \( r \) was manipulated in three ways: 1) a vertical translation over a distance of 20 pixels, creating image \( s_1 \); 2) a counterclockwise rotation over 10° with the center of the image as pivot, creating image \( s_2 \); and 3) an artificial deformation comparable with 10% stretching in horizontal direction and 5% stretching in vertical direction with the center of the image remaining at the same place creating image \( s_3 \) (Fig. 1). The reference image was matched either to itself or to images \( s_1, s_2, \) and \( s_3 \). Because the direction and magnitude of translation, rotation, and deformation were exactly known, the matching results could be verified by calculating the root mean square error (RMSE)

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{\sum (x_{\text{exp}} - x_{\text{match}})^2 + (y_{\text{exp}} - y_{\text{match}})^2}{n}}
\]  

in which \( x_{\text{exp}} \) and \( y_{\text{exp}} \) were the expected coordinates, \( x_{\text{match}} \) and \( y_{\text{match}} \) were the coordinates as estimated by the matching procedure, and \( n \) was the number of analyzed image points.

**RESULTS**

**Program settings.** Matching the reference image with itself was performed in various ways to find optimal program settings (Fig. 1, A and B). The percentage of matched points in the two images highly depended on these program settings. When just eight features, one pyramid level, and no masking, no median filtering, and no interpolation of the disparity map were used, only 20% of the pixels could be matched, with a
RMSE of 0.06. Note that a relatively large amount of pixels does not belong to the cytoskeleton but to the dark background. These pixels had similar feature vectors and, therefore, could hardly be distinguished. Matches found in these areas were usually considered invalid during backmatching, which shows the importance of backmatching as a quality measure. Better results were obtained when more features with larger windows were used. When 12 features, 4 pyramid levels, and masking, median filtering, and interpolation of the disparity map were used, the percentage of matched points increased to 69%, with a concomitant decrease of the RMSE to 0.0001. Although 69% can be considered as a relatively low percentage of matched pixels, the remaining 31% of all image pixels belong to the background or to the dark right and left upper corner. When the program was forced to match only pixels lying on the cytoskeleton, the percentage of matched points increased to 100%. For all matching described further in this study, 12 features, 4 pyramid levels, and masking, median filtering, and interpolation of the disparity map were used.

Program testing results. Translation of the reference image over a vertical distance of 20 pixels (Fig. 1C) had virtually no effect on the results; the percentage of matched image points remained 69%, whereas the RMSE slightly increased to 0.51. The coordinates found by HFVM and the expected coordinates deviated by no more than two pixels.

After 10° rotation of the reference image (Fig. 1D), the program retrieved 66% of all image points with a RMSE value of 2.15. The increase in the RMSE is reflected in an increase in the deviation of the matching coordinates found by HFVM from the expected coordinates, e.g., 82% deviated by ±2, 15% by 3–4, 2.5% by 5–6, and 0.5% by 7–8 pixels.

Artificial 2-D deformation, e.g., 10% stretching in horizontal direction and 5% stretching in vertical direction, with the center of the image remaining at the same place (Fig. 1E), did not affect the percentage of matched points: of all image points, 67% could be matched. The RMSE, however, increased to 8.82 as reflected in the deviation of the matching coordinates found by HFVM from the expected coordinates. Although only 66% of the matched pixels deviated by ≤2 pixels from the expected coordinates, the remaining 34% deviated by ≥3–4 pixels.

Spontaneous cytoskeletal movements. Seven images of the time series (images 1, 6, 11, 16, 21, 26, and 31; each separated from each other by 5 min) were selected for matching with HFVM. Please refer to the Supplementary Material1 for this article (published online at the American Journal of Physiology-Cell Physiology web site) to view a movie of the total time-lapse series. In the first image of the time series, pixels belonging to cytoskeletal filaments were manually selected (total number: 2,968 pixels) and traced throughout the time series. Matching was performed between the first and second image, the second and third, and so on. Each time, the matching pixels were used as reference pixels for matching the next pair of images. Finally, the last image (image 31) was also matched directly to the first one, thereby skipping the intermediate matching.

By using intermediate matching, the final percentage of matched cytoskeletal pixels in image 31 (white pixels in Fig. 2) amounted to 98% of the originally selected pixels in image 1 (black pixels in Fig. 2). The loss of 2% undefined pixels occurred at random throughout the series. Skipping intermediate matching, e.g., comparing image 31 directly to image 1, did not influence the percentage of matched points. This finding indicates that HFVM is a robust procedure for retrieving matching pixels over several consecutive images or over relatively large distances. However, after reconstruction of the cytoskeletal filaments in image 31, they appeared much smoother after direct matching with the reference image 1 than after intermediate matching. Although the percentage of retrieved pixels was almost identical for both methods, intermediate matching apparently led to small discretization errors. This resulted in a less accurate reconstruction of cytoskeletal displacement, e.g., the matched structures did not always coincide with the filaments (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. Last image of a time series of 31 two-dimensional images of the spontaneous movement of the cytoskeleton, obtained at the central level of a cell (image interval 60 s). Black dots indicate pixels belonging to cytoskeletal filaments (total of 2,968 points) as selected by hand in cytoskeletal filaments, whereas white dots indicate matching results after application of HFVM on the first and last images of time series. A movie of the total time-lapse series can be viewed as Supplementary Material to this article.

1Supplemental material to this article is available online at http://ajpcell.physiology.org/cgi/content/full/283/2/C639/DC1.
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filaments can be observed. Certain spots at the cell boundary (see arrows in Fig. 4) do not move, suggesting that these represent focal adhesion points.

The disparity maps can also be used to estimate the cytoskeletal deformation. Figure 5 shows the linear fiber strain along the intermediate filaments plotted as gray level on the original location. Fiber strain $\epsilon_f$ is calculated by using the disparity map from the matching process between images 1 and 31 of the time series and is defined as

$$\epsilon_f = \frac{l - l_{ref}}{l_{ref}}$$

in which $l$ and $l_{ref}$ denote the fiber length in images 31 and 1, respectively. Fiber strain along the fiber direction varied from $-0.5$ to $0.5$. Regions with shortening within the elapsed 30 min are alternated with regions with lengthening. Whether this estimated fiber strain reflects real shortening or lengthening remains questionable, because fibers may have changed their orientation from in-plane to out-of-plane or vice versa, resulting in apparent shortening or lengthening. Because only two dimensions of in-plane disparities were estimated, this question remains unsolved.

**DISCUSSION**

This is the first report describing the application of a HFVM program on the natural displacement of the cytoskeleton of living cells. By applying HFVM to images of stably transfected CHO-K1 cell lines expressing a GFP-vimentin hybrid protein, we have shown that, with proper parameter and configuration settings, HFVM can recognize and trace 60–70% of all image points in artificially translated, rotated, or deformed images. If only points belonging to the cytoskeleton are selected for matching purposes, the percentage of matched points increases to 98%. This high percentage of recognition is also reached in a time series of consecutive images, despite an inevitable certain degree of bleaching of the fluorescence over the recording time of 30 min. Apparently, bleaching does not affect feature values. In these images, HFVM enables the detection as well as the quantification of spontaneous cytoskel-
etal movements of up to 10% of the cell width. Therefore, HFVM appears to be a reliable method for quantifying the displacements of the vimentin cytoskeleton in living cells.

Intermediate filaments (IFs) like vimentin are known to undergo dynamic changes in distribution and organization during cell growth, polarization, and differentiation (6, 11, 17). In GFP-vimentin-expressing cells, IFs were observed to change curvature and orientation over the course of several minutes (7, 11) and to exhibit wavelike motions (8). Quantitative characterization of the experimental system, i.e., specimen geometry and deformation, is as important on the microscopic scale of the cell as it is for macroscopic tissue testing. However, to date, there is no report providing quantitative descriptions of cytoskeletal deformations. Because conventional image analysis programs using areal correlation methods fail to derive this information, we implemented HFVM (12, 13).

There are several major advantages of using GFP-vimentin and the HFVM program to study the mechanical behavior of the cytoskeleton. First, use of GFP-vimentin enables the visualization of the entire cytoskeleton, in contrast to the spatially very limited information derived by using fluorescent-labeled microspheres attached to the cell surface (1, 10). Moreover, in contrast to microspheres, GFP-vimentin allows the determination of cytoskeletal shape and deformation in living cells without making any contact with them. Also, compared with microinjection of fluorescent vimentin or vimentin antibodies, GFP-vimentin is less hazardous to cells and allows the study of vimentin localization under more physiological conditions. HFVM overcomes the problem that conventional image analysis programs, using areal correlation methods, have with even small rotational movements. Because HFVM is based on multiresolution image matching by using a number of features and pyramid levels, it renders detailed information over the deformation of the entire cytoskeleton, either being spontaneous or caused by external loading. Conventional image programs cannot extract this detailed information. Another advantage of HFVM is that it is less affected by differences in intensity values because, in our study, it takes into account 11 extra characteristics of the pixel and its surroundings. The next advantage of HFVM is the increased speed of the matching process. If matching is started at the top level of the pyramid with low spatial resolution, a rough indication of the actual deformation can be obtained. The estimated disparity map can be used as input initial disparity map for matching the next lower level of the pyramid. If this is done, the search areas in this lower level of the pyramid are indicated with a higher precision because they are located immediately around the expected search pixel. This will speed up and improve the matching process because, at the lowest pyramid level, with the highest spatial resolution, matching has to be performed only in very localized areas. Even when the matching process is not sped up by the use of multiple pyramid levels, computational time will only be increased by −33% using four pyramid levels (25% + 6.25% + 1.56%). When 12 features, 4 pyramid levels, and masking, median filtering, and interpolation of the disparity map are used, computational time for matching images of 768 × 512 pixels on a Sun workstation was <1 min.

Our results also show that preselection of points belonging to the cytoskeleton to be matched resulted in significantly better matching results than when trying to match all image points. This seems trivial because, if no preselection has been performed, a large number of image points to be matched have an identical background gray scale intensity and, hence, almost identical feature vectors. However, although preselection improves matching results, the selection of image points to be matched by hand is a time-consuming effort.

In our time series of 31 images, the reconstructed cytoskeletal filaments in image 31 appear much smoother after direct matching with reference image 1 than after intermediate matching. Every matching process in itself inevitably leads to very small discretization errors. Therefore, in the first matched image, the pixels found might already be a little bit off the actual cytoskeletal fiber. If this pixel is taken as reference pixel for the next search, the discretization error is likely to be enlarged. This finally results in a less accurate reconstruction of cytoskeletal displacement, e.g., the matched structures do not always coincide with the filaments (Fig. 3). However, because matching is possible even in the case of 10% strain and rotation, this discretization error can be overcome in almost all circumstances by immediately matching to the original reference image.

Although a certain degree of bleaching of the fluorescence over a recording time of 30 min is inevitable, this did not influence the percentage of recognized, matched pixels. This may be explained by the fact that bleaching does not affect feature values.

Confocal microscopy allows visualization with a very high spatial resolution in the x-y direction and a high spatial resolution in the z direction. The benefits of this are obvious for the x and y axes. For the z direction, however, this high resolution might be counterproductive because slight cytoskeletal movements might already result in out-of-focus plane movement. This might hamper the matching process, although, from our analysis of the time series of spontaneous movements, this problem did not appear to be prominent. If, on the other hand, cells are exposed to external loading, the issue of out-of-plane movement might have a much higher importance. In this case, future research has to be focused on 3-D reconstruction, which is, however, somewhat limited by the resolution in the z direction, which is approximately four times less than the resolution in the x and y direction.

The results shown in Fig. 5 also underscore the importance of 3-D disparity estimation. Although the 2-D disparity maps allow homogeneous strain analysis for the entire cytoskeleton, out-of-plane movements, fiber buckling, and changes in fiber orientation from in-plane to out-of-plane or vice versa cannot be de-
tected with our current method. Therefore, for the moment, we can only reflect to fiber strain as apparent lengthening, shortening, or shear.

One may wonder to what extent the vimentin-GFP images represent a cytoskeletal structure with physiological behavior. Because the GFP-vimentin construct is driven by a highly active CMV-promotor, we must take into account the possibility that the vimentin intermediate filaments might be overexpressed. In addition, formation of a morphological normal vimentin cytoskeleton appears to be temperature sensitive. A recent study by Reichenzeller et al. (15) has shown that correct GFP-vimentin incorporation into the preexisting cytoskeleton only occurs at reduced (≤30°C) temperatures. Because in our study the cells are allowed to grow at 30°C for a certain period of time, it is likely that we have studied cells with a normal cytoskeletal organization. In addition, GFP-vimentin-transfected cells exhibit a mechanical behavior that might be different from nontransfected cells. Therefore, image analysis results of GFP-vimentin-transfected cells only show the mechanical behavior in the presence of GFP-vimentin. Conclusions with respect to mechanisms of mechanotransduction have to be made with some reluctance.

Because of their low solubility in solutions of physiological ionic strength and the lack of evidence for significant pools of soluble units in vivo, IFs traditionally have been regarded as static cytoskeletal structures. However, IFs and their constituent proteins show remarkable plasticity during many physiological activities, including cell division, axon outgrowth in neurons, and myogenesis in muscle cells. HFVM enables us to quantify this dynamic behavior of IFs.

APPENDIX

Names, meaning, filter kernel coefficients, and weight of the 12 digital filters used to calculate the feature values are as follows.

Var55 represents local 5 × 5 variance, a statistical feature that was also used as a mask for feature vector matching (only pixels with a local variance exceeding threshold 5 were matched); weight 2.

Average5 represents local 5 × 5 average; filter kernel coefficients (1, 1, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 1, 1/25; weight 2.

H5 and V5 represent first-order horizontal and vertical derivatives; filter kernel coefficients (2, 1, 0, −1, −2)/4; weight 4.

H7 and V7 represent small-scale second-order horizontal and vertical derivatives; filter kernel coefficients (1, 0, −1, 0, 1, 0, −1/2); weight 4.

H13 and V13 represent medium-scale second-order horizontal and vertical derivatives; filter kernel coefficients (2, 1, 0, −1, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, 1, 0, −1, −2)/8; weight 2.

H19 and V19 represent large-scale second-order horizontal and vertical derivatives; filter kernel coefficient (−3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 0, −1, −2, −2, −2, −2, 0, 1, 2, 3)/8; weight 4.

Gauss77 represents Gaussian 7 × 7 filter; filter kernel coefficients (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 5, 3, 1, 1, 2, 5, 8, 5, 1, 2, 1, 1, 3, 5, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1/84); weight 4.

Real7.3 represents edge detector; filter kernel coefficients (−5, −5, −5, −7, −7, −6, −6, −5, −2, 3, −4, −12, −9, −6, −5, 3, −7, 3, −7, −4, 28, 58, 28, −4, −7, 7, −12, −3, 28, 27, 3, −5, −6, −9, −12, −4, 3, −2, −5, −6, −6, −7, −7, −5, −5, −5)/100; weight 4.
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